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Lesley College Newsletters, 1972-1998

By Marie Wasnock

Collection Overview

Title: Lesley College Newsletters, 1972-1998 (inclusive)

ID: 10/01/002 - /005

Creator: Office of Public Relations

Extent: 4 Boxes

Arrangement: Arranged in chronological order. When duplicates are available, (2) copies of each issue are provided in their respective folders.

Date Acquired: 03/03/2011

Languages: English

Scope and Contents of the Materials

Lesley College Newsletters comprises news and newsletters written and published by the college’s Office of Public Relations (now Office of Communications) and provided to the Lesley community. The following publications are contained in the collection:

The Lesley Weekly was a newsletter published by the office of public relations at Lesley College. Its purpose was to communicate items of interest and importance to the Lesley community, along with providing calendars of events, announcements, and campus news. The Archives holds issues published between September 1972 and October 1982.

The Lesley College Newsletter (1983-1987) was published weekly during the school year by the Lesley College Institutional Relations for the Lesley Community, featuring articles about campus events (including speakers, conferences, and films); news about and for faculty, students, and employees; the graduate and undergraduate schools; calendars; and internship and job opportunities. The publication has had three name changes as follows: Lesley College News (1987 to 1992), Lesley College Newsletter (1987 to 1991), and Lesley News (1991 to 1998).
The *Lesley College News* was published weekly from 1987 to 1988, and then monthly from 1989 to 1992 during the school year by the Lesley College Office of Communications for the Lesley Community, featuring articles about campus events (including speakers, conferences, and films); news about and for faculty, students, and employees; graduate and undergraduate schools; calendars; and internship and job opportunities. The publication changed its name to *Lesley News* in 1991.

The *Lesley News* was published monthly during the school year by the Lesley College Office of Communications for the Lesley Community from 1991-1998. It featured articles about campus events (including speakers, conferences, and films); news about and for faculty, students, and employees; the graduate and undergraduate schools; calendars; and internship and job opportunities.

Unrepresented issues of these publications will be added to the finding aid as they are acquired and accessioned into the collection.

**Biographical Note**

Through publications, media relations, and other communications efforts, the Lesley Office of Public Relations and the Marketing Communications departments disseminate information about the University to a variety of internal and external audiences.

The Office of Public Relations (now Communications) also publishes news.lesley.edu, the University's news publication.

**Administrative Information**

**Access Restrictions:** In-Library Use Only.

**Use Restrictions:** The copyright law of the United States, Title 17, U.S. Code, governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of the specified conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction of copyrighted material is not to be "used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research" (17 U.S.C. § 108). Transmission or reproduction of materials protected by copyright beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public domain cannot be commercially exploited without permission of the copyright owner. Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user. Copyright Owner: Lesley University; Copyright Contact: The Lesley University Archives.
**Processing Information:** The Collection was processed by Alyssa Pacy, Lise Foss, Kelly Weaver and Julienne Stenberg in 2007. Additional collections were processed by Marie Wasnock in March 2011.

**Finding Aid Revision History:** Finding aid to be revised as issues are acquired and accessioned into collection.
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**Box and Folder Listing**

**.002 Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1972 – Dec 1982**

**Box 1: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1972 - Dec 1982**

Folder 1: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, 7 Jan 1972; Sep 1972 - Dec 1972
Folder 2: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1973 - May 1973
Folder 3: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Sept 1973 - Dec 1973
Folder 4: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1974 - July 1974
Folder 5: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Sept 1974 - Dec 1974
Folder 6: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1975 - July 1975
Folder 7: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Sept 1978 - Dec 1978
Folder 8: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1979 - May 1979
Folder 9: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Sept 1979 - Dec 1979
Folder 10: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1980 - May 1980
Folder 11: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Sept 1980 - Dec 1980
Folder 12: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1981 - May 1981
Folder 14: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Jan 1982 - May 1982
Folder 15: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, Sept 1982 - Oct 1982
Folder 16: Lesley Weekly Newsletter, 2 Dec (year unknown)

**.003 Lesley College Newsletter, 1983-1987**

**Box 1: Lesley College Newsletter, Jan 1983 – May 1987**

Folder 1: Jan 1983 to May 1983
Folder 2: Sept 1983 to Dec 1983
Folder 3: Jan 1984 to May 1984
Folder 4: Sept 1984 to Dec 1984
Folder 5: Jan 1985 to May 1985
Folder 6: Sept 1985 to Dec 1985
Folder 7: Jan 1986 to May 1986
Folder 8: Sept 1986 to Dec 1986
Folder 9: Jan 1987 to May 1987

Box 1: Lesley College News, Sept 1987 – May 1991
Folder 1: Sept 1987 to May 1988
Folder 2: Sept 1988 to Dec 1990


Folder 1: Oct 1991 to Dec 1993